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The performance of two useful piecewise monotonic data approximation 
(PMA) applications that are Topology Identification Methodology (TIM) 
and Fault and Instability Identification Methodology (FIIM) is investigated 
in this paper for the overhead medium-voltage broadband over power 
lines (OV MV BPL) networks. TIM and FIIM are applied to OV MV BPL 
networks when measurement differences, faults and instabilities occur. 
By exploiting the L1PMA optimal number of monotonic sections, 
advanced TIM and FIIM are also proposed and applied to OV MV BPL 
networks. The results of the four PMA applications are compared and it 
is found that advanced TIM and FIIM achieve higher computational 
speeds and almost equivalent identification performance in comparison 
with the respective original TIM and FIIM. Exploiting the better 
performance metrics of advanced TIM and FIIM, PMA applications 
provide a stable step towards the real time surveillance and monitoring of 
transmission and distribution power grid. 
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1. Introduction 
 The power stability of transmission and distribution power grids relies on the 
increasing aging electrical grid systems worldwide, some of which originated from the 
earlies of 20th century. Nowadays, the power stability can be enhanced through the 
deployment of the broadband over powerlines (BPL) networks across this vintage power 
grid infrastructure. In fact, BPL technology can transform the traditional transmission and 
power grids into an integrated intelligent IP-based communications network with a 
myriad of smart grid applications [1]-[4].  
 In order to be able to deliver high-bandwidth applications  
(e.g., HD video streaming and VoIP) with data rates that exceed 1Gbps, various inherent 
deficiencies of the BPL networks, such as the high and frequency-selective channel 
attenuation and noise, should be overcome now so that BPL networks can become both a 
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useful power grid complement and a strong telecommunications competitor to the other 
wireless networking solution [5]-[13]. 
 As the determination of the transfer functions of overhead medium-voltage  
(OV MV) BPL networks is concerned in this paper, the well-established hybrid method, 
which is employed to examine the behavior of various multiconductor transmission line 
(MTL) structures, is also adopted in this paper [5]-[9], [14]-[25]. Given as the inputs the 
OV MV BPL network topology, OV MV MTL configuration and the applied coupling 
scheme, the hybrid method gives as the output the corresponding transfer function.  
 Because of a number of practical reasons and “real-life” conditions, measurement 
differences between the experimental and theoretical results occur during the transfer 
function determination of OV MV BPL network topologies [2], [24]-[27]. To mitigate the 
aforementioned measurement differences and restore the theoretical BPL transfer 
function, piecewise monotonic data approximations (PMAs) have been successfully 
applied either in transmission or in distribution BPL networks [2], [24]-[27]. Among the 
available PMAs, L1PMA with optimal number of monotonic sections, which has been 
thoroughly analyzed and assessed in [2], [27], is proven to best approximate the 
theoretical OV MV BPL transfer functions regardless of the examined OV MV BPL 
network topology and the applied coupling scheme even if measurement differences 
ranging from 1 to 10dB are imposed. 
On the basis of the aforementioned PMA benchmark results, two of the most 
useful PMA applications that are Topology Identification Methodology (TIM) of [24] 
and Fault and Instability Identification Methodology (FIIM) of [25] can be further 
upgraded. At first sight, TIM achieves to reveal the exact topological characteristics  
(i.e., number of branches, length of branches, length of main lines and branch 
terminations) of a BPL topology by appropriately approximating the measured transfer 
function data, which are contaminated by measurement differences. TIM is based on the 
application of L1PMA. Through a similar L1PMA approximation of the measured 
transfer function data, FIIM achieves to identify faults and instabilities that occur in BPL 
topologies and can affect the power system stability. Although the performance of TIM 
and FIIM has been investigated in transmission BPL networks, these two PMA 
applications are first applied in distribution BPL networks, say OV MV BPL networks. 
Exploiting the optimal number of monotonic sections of [27], which offers better 
performance concerning the approximation efficiency of L1PMA, both TIM and FIIM 
can become more accurate and faster.  
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the OV MV MTL 
configuration, the indicative OV MV BPL topologies and the basics of BPL signal 
transmission are presented. In Sec. III, a brief presentation of the L1PMA, TIM and FIIM 
is given as well as suitable performance metrics. Sec. IV discusses the simulations of 
various OV MV BPL networks intending to mark out the efficiency of TIM and FIIM in 
these networks as well as their performance upgrade due to the optimal number of 
monotonic sections. Sec. V concludes this paper. 
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2. Configurations, Topologies and BPL Signal Transmission 
 
2.1 OV MV MTL Configuration 
 The OV MV MTL configuration, which is examined in this paper, is presented in 
Fig. 1(a) of [2]. This MTL configuration comprises three phase lines of radius pMV,r that 
are spaced by ΔΜV and hung at typical heights hMV above ground. The ground with 
conductivity σg and relative permittivity εrg is considered as the reference conductor.  
The exact values concerning the related conductor dimensions, ground properties and 
configuration geometry are reported in [5], [6], [17], [19], [21], [28]-[30]. The applied 
exact values define a realistic scenario during the following analysis while the impact of 
imperfect ground on broadband signal propagation via OV MV power lines was analyzed 
in [5], [6], [17], [19], [21], [31]-[33]. 
 
 
2.2 Indicative OV MV BPL Topologies 
 In accordance with [26] and with reference to Fig. 1(a), average path lengths of 
the order of 1000m are considered in OV MV BPL topologies. Four indicative OV MV 
BPL topologies, concerning end-to-end connections of average path lengths, are 
examined, namely:  
1. A typical urban topology (OV MV urban case) with N=3 branches 
(L1=500m, L2=200m, L3=100m, L4=200m, Lb1=8m, Lb2=13m, Lb3=10m). 
2. A typical suburban topology (OV MV suburban case) with N=2 branches 
(L1=500m, L2=400m, L3=100m, Lb1=50m, Lb2=10m). 
3. A typical rural topology (OV MV rural case) with only N=1 branch  
(L1=600m, L2=400m, Lb1=300m).  
4. The “LOS” transmission along the same end-to-end distance 
L=L1+…+LN+1=1000m when no branches are encountered. This topology 
corresponds to Line of Sight transmission in wireless channels.  
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2.3 Hybrid Method, Coupling Schemes and Coupling Transfer Functions 
 Successfully tested in various transmission and distribution BPL networks [5]-[9], 
[14]-[23], [32]-[34], the well-established hybrid method consists of:  
(i) a bottom-up approach that is based on the MTL theory, eigenvalue decomposition 
(EVD) and singular value decomposition (SVD); and (ii) a top-down approach that is 
denoted as TM2 method and is based on the concatenation of multidimensional chain 
scattering matrices. Macroscopically, hybrid method gives as output the corresponding 
EVD modal and original transfer functions when the OV MV BPL network topology,  
OV MV MTL configuration and the applied coupling scheme are given as inputs. 
 Also, hybrid method may take as an input the way that the signals are injected 
into OV MV lines. In fact, two categories of coupling schemes are mainly supported by 
the OV MV BPL networks, namely [2], [16], [18], [24], [25], [35]-[37]:  
(i) Wire-to-Ground (WtG) coupling schemes; and (ii) Wire-to-Wire (WtW) coupling 
schemes. In the case of WtG coupling schemes, which is examined in this paper,  
the coupling WtG channel transfer function 
sWtGH  is given from 
    WtG1TWtGWtGs CTHTC  VmVH                (1) 
where WtGC  is an 3×1 coupling column vector with zero elements except in row s where 
the value is equal to 1, VT  is a 
OVMVOVMV nn   matrix that depends on the frequency,  
the OV MV MTL configuration and the physical properties of the cables and mH  is the 
OVMVOVMV nn   EVD modal transfer function matrix that is given as an output by the 
hybrid method [5]-[9], [14]-[18], [21], [28], [38]. 
 To give the coupling WtG channel transfer function of eq. (1), certain 
assumptions for the circuital parameters of OV MV BPL topologies need to be taken into 
account. In accordance with [2], these assumptions are: (i) The branch lines are assumed 
identical to the transmission ones; (ii) The interconnections between the transmission and 
branch conductors of the lines are fully activated; (iii) The transmitting and the receiving 
ends are assumed matched to the characteristic impedance of the modal channels; and (iv) 
The branch terminations are assumed open circuits. 
 
 
3. L1PMA, TIM, FIIM and Performance Metrics 
 
3.1 L1PMA 
 Various PMA methods have been proposed by Demetriou, such as L1PMA, 
L2WPMA and L2CXCV, that have been applied in transmission and distribution BPL 
networks so that the measurement differences can be mitigated and the theoretical OV 
MV BPL coupling transfer functions can be revealed [2], [24]-[27], [39]-[44].  
Based on the comparative benchmark of the aforementioned PMA methods [26], [27], 
L1PMA has presented the higher and more stable overall mitigation performance against 
measurement differences and, for that reason, only L1PMA is applied in this paper. 
 In fact, L1PMA exploits the piecewise monotonicity property that always occurs 
in OV MV BPL coupling transfer functions. Analytically, L1PMA decomposes the 
coupling transfer functions into separate monotonous sections among their adjacent 
turning points (primary extrema) [41], [42]. Since the separate monotonous sections are 
identified, L1PMA separately handles them. As already been determined, the number of 
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monotonic sections can be equal either to the optimal number of monotonic sections, 
detailed in [2], [26], or to the adaptive number of monotonic sections, reported in [27]. 
According to [27], the adaptive number of monotonic sections helps towards the 
enhancement of the L1PMA mitigation performance against measurement differences; 
the concept of the adaptive number of monotonic sections is based on the need for more 
general approximations as the maximum differences increase and the examined OV MV 
BPL topologies increase in topological complexity.  
 On the basis of L1PMA and the adaptive number of monotonic sections, two of 
the most useful PMA applications that are TIM of [24] and FIIM of [25] can be further 
refined. Note that TIM and FIIM have been developed on the basis of L1PMA software, 
which receives as inputs the measured OV MV BPL coupling transfer function, the 
measurement frequencies and the number of monotonic sections and gives as output the 
best fit of the measured OV MV BPL coupling transfer function. 
 
 
3.2 TIM, Advanced TIM and Curve Similarity Performance Metric (CSPM) 
 TIM is a PMA application that achieves to identify the real OV MV BPL 
topology by approximating and comparing the corresponding measured OV MV BPL 
coupling transfer function with a database of theoretical OV MV BPL coupling transfer 
functions. TIM consists of: (i) the hybrid method; (ii) L1PMA software;  
(iii) the OV MV BPL topology database; and (iv) CSPM that serves as the assessment 
metric of the TIM accuracy [24]. In accordance with [24], TIM CSPM achieves to reveal 
a set of candidate OV MV BPL topologies with the real topology lying inside it even 
though measurement differences of various distributions and magnitudes can occur. 
More analytically, L1PMA gives the approximated OV MV coupling transfer 
function column vector  sect
WtG
meas ,kfH  when measured OV MV one  fH
WtG
 and a 
number of monotonic sections ksect are considered where  T1 ui fff f  is 
the u×1 measurement frequency column vector. CSPM acts as the performance metric of 
the curve similarity between the measurement L1PMA approximation  sect
WtG
meas ,kfH  and 
theory L1PMA approximation  sect
WtG
theor ,kfH  and is determined by 
     


u
i
iikk kfkfkCSPMCSPM tt
1
sect
WtG
theorsect
WtG
meassect
WtG ,,,
secsec
HHH         (2) 
 TIM is based on the CSPM and the OV MV BPL topology database in order to 
identify the OV MV BPL topology when a set of coupling transfer function 
measurements is available. TIM comprises three steps so that the OV MV BPL topology 
is revealed, say: 
1. Given the measured OV MV BPL coupling transfer function column vector 
 fHWtG , the approximated OV MV BPL coupling transfer function column 
vector  sect
WtG
meas ,kfH  is evaluated for monotonic sections that range from ksect,min to 
ksect,max where ksect,min and ksect,max is the minimum and maximum number of 
monotonic sections considered, respectively. 
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2. For each OV MV BPL topology and each monotonic section of the OV MV BPL 
topology database, the respective CSPMksect of eq. (2) and the total CSPMtot are 
computed where  



maxsect,
minsect,sect
sectot
k
kk
k t
CSPMCSPM       (3) 
3. TIM identifies OV MV BPL topologies with the lowest CSPMtot among all the 
available topologies of the database. These OV MV BPL topologies are members 
of the set of candidate OV MV BPL topologies. The number of candidate OV MV 
BPL topologies depends on the topological characteristics of the real topology 
(i.e., number of branches, branch length), the nature of measurement differences 
(i.e., measurement difference distributions, characteristics of distributions) and the 
number of monotonic sections. 
In accordance with [24], TIM has been applied assuming that ksect,min and ksect,max 
are equal to 1 and 20, respectively, considering all the available L1PMA approximation 
cases. However, this assumption demands extremely high computational time, thus 
posing critical restrictions to the creation of the OV MV BPL topology database. 
Taking into account the findings of [26], the adaptive number of monotonic 
sections can significantly reduce TIM computational load. Instead of considering the 
entire range of monotonic sections that ranges from 1 to 20, TIM analysis can only focus 
on a closed set of monotonic sections assuming that its set center ksect,AN is equal to the 
adaptive number of monotonic sections. Here, it should be noted that the adaptive 
number of monotonic section is unique given the examined OV MV BPL topology and 
an estimate of the magnitude of the occurred measurement differences. Numerically, 
ksect,min and ksect,max are assumed to be equal to  
 1,1max ANsect,minsect,  kk       (4) 
 1,20min ANsect,maxsect,  kk        (5) 
where max{·} and min{·} give the maximum and the minimum value among the 
examined values, respectively. Observing the bounds of the closed set of monotonic 
sections, this set consists of three or two values depending on the value of the set center 
ksect,AN. 
In average terms, the advanced TIM, which is based on eqs. (4) and (5),  
can achieve: (i) better accuracy performance during the identification of the real OV MV 
BPL topology since it considers only 
tk
CSPM
sec
 that can better approximate theoretical 
OV MV BPL coupling transfer functions; and  
(ii) reduction of the computational load that ranges from %85
20
320
%100 

  to 
%90
20
220
%100 

 . The main disadvantage of the advanced TIM is that needs an 
estimate of the measurement difference condition in order to apply the suitable adaptive 
number of monotonic sections for given OV MV BPL topology. 
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3.3 FIIM, Advanced FIIM and Curve Similarity Performance percentage Metric 
(ΔCSPpM) 
 Apart from the aforementioned measurement differences during the determination 
of OV MV BPL coupling transfer functions, various serious problematic conditions can 
occur across the transmission and distribution power grids. FIIM identifies these 
problematic conditions that cause permanent damage to the power grid and their impact 
on the determination of OV MV BPL transfer functions totally change the form of the 
result.  
 In accordance with [25], FIIM repertory of faults and instabilities is presented in 
Figs. 1(b)-(e). In fact, the problematic conditions are divided into two categories with two 
subcategories each, namely: 
• Faults: This category describes all the interruptions that can occur in the lines of a 
transmission power grid. There are two subcategories of line interruptions that are 
examined in this paper: (i) Fault in transmission line –see Fig. 1(b)–; and  
(ii) Fault in branch line –see Fig. 1(c)–. 
• Instabilities: This category describes all the failures that can occur in the 
equipment across the transmission power grid. There are two subcategories of 
equipment failures that are examined in this paper: (i) Instability in branch 
interconnections –see Fig. 1(d)–; and (ii) Instability in branch terminations  
–see Fig. 1(e)–.  
In total, FIIM can recognize either the fault or the instability condition and warn the 
responsible personnel.  
 As the implementation details of FIIM and its corresponding performance metrics 
are concerned, the proposed curve similarity performance percentage metric (ΔCSPpM), 
which acts as the accompanying performance metric of FIIM, is given by 
** CSPpMCSPpMCSPpM            (6) 
where 
   
 
  ukk
kf
kfkf
CSPpM
k
kk
u
i
i
ii



 
 
1
,
,,
%100
minsect,maxsect,
1
sect
WtG
theor
sect
WtG
theorsect
WtG
measmaxsect,
minsect,sect H
HH
  (7) 
is retrieved during the normal operation of the OV MV BPL topology examined,  
   
 
  ukk
kf
kfkf
CSPpM
k
kk
u
i
i
ii



 
 
1
,
,,
%100
minsect,maxsect,
1
sect
WtG
theor
sect
WtG
theorsect
*WtG
meas
*
maxsect,
minsect,sect H
HH
         (8) 
is retrieved during the problematic operation of the OV MV BPL topology when either 
fault or instability occurs and  sect
*WtG
meas ,kfH  is the approximated measured OV MV BPL 
coupling transfer function column vector of the modified topology that comes from the 
application of L1PMA for different monotonic sections.  
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FIIM compares 
*CSPpM  with a warning threshold 
*
thrCSPpM  that is 
typically equal to zero. Details concerning the determination of the warning threshold 
*
thrCSPpM  and the relative decisions are provided in [25]. 
Similarly to TIM, the adaptive number of monotonic sections can significantly 
enhance FIIM performance by taking into account the findings of [26].  
Instead of considering the entire range of monotonic sections that ranges from 1 to 20, 
FIIM analysis can only focus on the closed set of monotonic sections defined in TIM case. 
By assuming set lower and upper bounds equal to ksect,min and ksect,max, respectively. This 
advanced FIIM can achieve: (i) better accuracy performance during the identification of 
faults and instabilities since it considers only CSPpM  that can better approximate 
theoretical OV MV BPL coupling transfer functions; and  
(ii) reduction of the computational load that again ranges from %85  to %90 . The main 
disadvantage of the advanced FIIM is that needs an overall knowledge of the 
measurement difference environment in order to apply the suitable adaptive number of 
monotonic sections for given OV MV BPL topology. 
 
 
4. Numerical Results and Discussion 
 
4.1 Simulation Goals and Parameters  
 Various types of OV MV BPL topologies are simulated with the purpose of 
evaluating the proposed advanced TIM and FIIM against the original ones. In accordance 
with [24] and [25], the performance efficiency and the processing time of the advanced 
TIM and FIIM are assessed with regards to the indicative OV MV BPL topologies and 
the nature of the occurred measurement differences. Actually, measurement differences 
that occur in OV MV BPL networks are typically described by CUD with maximum 
CUD value that is equal to αCUD. 
As regards the hybrid method and L1PMA with adaptive number specifications, 
those are the same with [24]. More specifically, the BPL frequency range and the  
flat-fading subchannel frequency spacing are assumed equal to 1-30MHz and 1MHz, 
respectively. Therefore, the number of subchannels u in the examined frequency range is 
equal to 30. Arbitrarily, the WtG1 coupling scheme is applied during the following 
simulations. Finally, the maximum number of monotonic sections ksect,max that is going to 
be used is assumed to be equal to 20 [2]. 
As the OV MV BPL topology database specifications are concerned,  
the maximum number of branches N, the length spacing Ls for both branch distance and 
branch length and the maximum branch length Lb are assumed equal to 2, 50m and 300m, 
respectively. 
 
 
4.2 L1PMA with Adaptive Number of Monotonic Sections 
 The advanced TIM and FIIM are both based on the concept of the adaptive 
number of monotonic sections, which has been presented in [27]. To compute the 
adaptive number of monotonic sections, an estimation of the maximum CUD value, 
which occurs during the operation of OV MV BPL network, is required. In fact,  
the adaptive number of monotonic sections comes from the monotonic section 
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localization of the best measurement difference mitigation performance given the 
maximum CUD value, the examined OV MV BPL topology and the applied WtG 
coupling scheme. Already been reported in [27], the adaptive number of monotonic 
sections for the indicative OV MV BPL topologies of Sec.2.2 is presented in Table 1 
when WtG1 coupling scheme is applied and maximum CUD value range from 0 to 10dB. 
Also, the lower and upper bounds of the monotonic section set, which are reported in  
eqs. (4) and (5) and are going to be used in advanced TIM and FIIM of the following 
subsections, are presented in each of the cases examined.  
From Table 1, it is evident that the adaptive number of monotonic sections 
decreases as the maximum CUD value increases for given OV MV BPL topology. This is 
a reasonable result since there is need for more general approximations as the 
measurement differences create significant differences between theoretical and measured 
OV MV BPL coupling transfer functions. Towards that direction, the lower and upper 
bounds of monotonic section sets follow this trend. Anyway, the narrow monotonic 
section sets allow to avoid large values of CSPMksect that little contribute to the overall 
CSPM and CSPpM performance of TIM and FIIM, respectively. 
Since OV MV BPL coupling transfer functions present close behavior for given 
number of branches [19], [20], [33], [38], the adaptive number of monotonic sections of 
urban, suburban, rural and “LOS” case, which is reported in Table 1, can characterize all 
the OV MV BPL topologies of 3, 2, 1 and 0 branches, respectively.  
This latter observation is used during the following analysis. 
 
 
4.3 Performance of TIM and Advanced TIM 
 Prior to apply TIM and advanced TIM, a preliminary task is the preparation of the 
required OV MV BPL topology database in each case. The two OV MV BPL topology 
databases comprise all the possible topological configurations of OV MV BPL topologies 
concerning the number of branches, each branch distance from the transmitting end, each 
branch length and the required number of monotonic sections. Taking under 
consideration the topology database specifications of [24] and Table 1, the size 
requirements of the OV MV BPL topology databases are: 
• ( ksect,max - ksect,min + 1 ) approximated theoretical OV MV BPL coupling transfer 
function column vectors per each possible OV MV BPL topology of the database, 
which corresponds to the respective ( ksect,max - ksect,min + 1 ) monotonic sections. 
• 30 elements per each approximated theoretical OV MV BPL coupling transfer 
function column vector, which corresponds to the respective 30 measurement 
frequencies.  
• When N branches are considered across the “LOS” transmission path, there are  
 
NLL
i
i
i
i
i
N
L
L
i
N
N



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


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



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
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





  

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


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s
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1
1 1 1
1
s
1
1
2
2
1
         (9) 
possible OV MV BPL topologies that should be inserted in the OV MV BPL 
topology databases. 
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TABLE 1 
Adaptive Number of Monotonic Sections of [27] and Monotonic Section Sets for the  
Indicative OV MV BPL Topologies when Different Maximum CUD Values Are Applied 
 
Indicative 
OV MV 
BPL 
Topology 
Maximum 
CUD  
Value 
L1PMA  Advanced TIM and FIIM 
Adaptive 
Number of 
Monotonic 
Sections 
Cardinality of the 
Monotonic Section Set 
( 1min,secmax,sec  tt kk ) 
Monotonic 
Section Set 
[ ksect,min    
ksect,max ] 
Cardinality of the 
Monotonic Section Set 
( 1min,secmax,sec  tt kk ) 
Urban 0 12 20 [11 13] 3 
1 8 20 [7 9] 3 
2 10 20 [9 11] 3 
3 8 20 [7 9] 3 
4 10 20 [9 11] 3 
5 8 20 [7 9] 3 
6 8 20 [7 9] 3 
7 8 20 [7 9] 3 
8 8 20 [7 9] 3 
9 8 20 [7 9] 3 
10 4 20 [3 5] 3 
Suburban 0 20 20 [19 20] 2 
1 16 20 [15 17] 3 
2 6 20 [5 7] 3 
3 18 20 [17 19] 3 
4 4 20 [3 5] 3 
5 10 20 [9 11] 3 
6 4 20 [3 5] 3 
7 4 20 [3 5] 3 
8 4 20 [3 5] 3 
9 4 20 [3 5] 3 
10 1 20 [1 2] 2 
Rural 0 6 20 [5 7] 3 
1 6 20 [5 7] 3 
2 2 20 [1 3] 3 
3 2 20 [1 3] 3 
4 2 20 [1 3] 3 
5 1 20 [1 2] 2 
6 1 20 [1 2] 2 
7 2 20 [1 3] 3 
8 1 20 [1 2] 2 
9 1 20 [1 2] 2 
10 1 20 [1 2] 2 
“LOS” 0 6 20 [5 7] 3 
1 6 20 [5 7] 3 
2 2 20 [1 3] 3 
3 2 20 [1 3] 3 
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4 2 20 [1 3] 3 
5 2 20 [1 3] 3 
6 1 20 [1 2] 2 
7 2 20 [1 3] 3 
8 1 20 [1 2] 2 
9 1 20 [1 2] 2 
10 1 20 [1 2] 2 
 
 
 
Taking under consideration the previous requirements, the OV MV BPL topology 
database specifications of Sec.4.1 and eq.(1) of [24], there are 
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inserted in the database where  CUDtt akk ,1card min,secmax,sec   computes the cardinality 
of the monotonic section set when the maximum CUD value is equal to αCUD. 
Recognizing the dependence of the number of elements on the term  
( ksect,max - ksect,min + 1 ), the size decrease of the advanced TIM database may reach up to 
90%. 
 Numerically, the number of elements and the approximated time duration of 
inserting all the available OV MV BPL topologies for a specific number of branches is 
reported in Table 2 when the TIM and advanced TIM databases are created. Note that the 
system technical characteristics of [24] are assumed so that an approximation time 
duration can be delivered. 
 Already been reported in [24], it is also evident from Table 2 that the 
approximated time duration poses significant technical difficulties during the 
consideration of OV MV BPL topologies with high number of branches in the database 
regardless of the method applied, say either TIM or advanced TIM. However, the time 
reduction that is offered by the advanced TIM is significant even from the two-branch 
OV MV BPL topologies. Anyway, advanced TIM is the first step of the future research 
towards the need for the optimization of the insertion methodology in topology database 
is among the critical steps of the future research [24], [25]. Similarly to [24], only the 
cases of “LOS” case and topologies with one branch are considered during the 
comparison between TIM and advanced TIM for the sake of simplicity and speed  
(see Sec.VE).  
 Since the OV MV BPL topology databases are available, TIM and advanced TIM 
can now be applied if the three steps of Sec.3.2 are followed, namely: 
1. The measured OV MV BPL coupling transfer function column vector  fHWtG  
and the approximated OV MV BPL coupling transfer function column vector 
 sect
WtG
meas , kfH  are computed for different number of monotonic sections as 
reported in Table 1 for TIM and advanced TIM (see the column of the cardinality 
of the monotonic section set). 
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TABLE 2 
Number of OV MV BPL Topologies, Elements and Approximated Time Duration of  
Topology Databases 
 
Number 
of 
Branches 
Number of 
Topologies 
TIM  Advanced TIM Time 
Reduction 
(%) 
Number of 
Elements 
Approximated 
Time 
Duration 
(hours) 
Number of 
Elements 
Approximated 
Time 
Duration 
(hours) 
0 1 600 0.003 90 0.0005 83.33 
1 147 92,610 0.50 13,230 0.07 85.71 
2 11,319 7,130,970 38.43 679,140 3.66 90.48 
3 607,453 382,695,390 2062 54,670,770 294.61 85.71 
 
 
2. With reference to eq. (3), the OV MV BPL topology database and the 
approximated measured OV MV BPL coupling transfer functions, the CSPMtot of 
the indicative topologies is calculated with respect to the topologies of the 
database. In Fig. 2(a), the CSPMtot of the indicative rural OV MV BPL topology 
is plotted versus the maximum CUD value aCUD for TIM and advanced TIM. In 
Fig. 2(b), the position among the 1 + 147 = 148 OV MV BPL topologies of the 
database in ascending CSPMtot order is plotted versus the maximum CUD value 
aCUD for TIM and advanced TIM when the indicative rural case is examined.  
In Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), similar curves with Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) are presented, 
respectively, but for the indicative “LOS” topology.  
3. A set of candidate OV MV BPL topologies with their respective CSPMtot is 
provided by the TIM and advanced TIM as it is shown in Figs. 2(b) and 3(b).  
All these topologies present the same CSPMtot and coincide at the first position in 
ascending CSPMtot order. 
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Figure 2. CSPMtot and position in ascending CSPMtot order versus maximum CUD value when 
TIM ( ) and advanced TIM ( ) are applied in indicative rural case.  
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Figure 3. Same with Figure 2 but for the indicative “LOS” case.  
 
 
From Figs. 2(a), 2(b), 3(a) and 3(b), several interesting observations concerning 
the performance of TIM and advanced TIM can be pointed out: 
• Comparing the aforementioned figures with Figs. 5(a)-(d) of [24], it is shown that 
TIM efficiently copes with either OV HV BPL topologies or OV MV BPL ones. 
This is due to the fact that the poor multipath transmission environment of OV 
HV BPL networks has as a result the presence of coupling transfer functions that 
present great similarities each other, thus, creating a great set of candidate OV HV 
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BPL topologies. In contrast, the set of candidate OV MV BPL topologies 
comprises fewer elements and significant position fluctuations may occur.  
• Both TIM and advanced TIM satisfactorily identify the real OV MV BPL 
topology even if maximum CUD values that reach up to 10dB are assumed. In 
accordance with [24], the identification performance of TIM and advanced TIM is 
significantly higher than the respective one of the traditional identification 
methods that focus on the comparison of the measured OV MV BPL coupling 
transfer function data with the theoretical ones. Anyway, TIM seems to better 
identify the real OV MV BPL topologies when low maximum CUD values occur 
whereas advanced TIM has better identification performance when high 
maximum CUD values occur.  
• Similarly to [24], CSPMtot values of TIM define the accuracy of the topology 
identification. In fact, higher values of CSPMtot imply that topologies of either 
rich multipath environment or strongly contaminated by measurement differences 
are examined while CSPMtot difference between the candidate OV MV BPL 
topologies of the set and the first topology outside the set decreases. Here, a mask 
of secure topology identification can be defined that mainly depends on the 
examined OV MV BPL topology and maximum CUD value. Anyway, this mask 
is easily applicable to TIM because of its higher CSPMtot values. 
• Since an OV MV BPL topology can be almost uniquely identified by the form of 
CSPMtot against various maximum CUD values, significant CSPMtot deviations 
that occur during the operation of an OV MV BPL topology imply that either a 
fault or instability may be arisen. This is the conceptual basis for FIIM of [25] so 
that faults or instabilities across an intelligent energy system can be identified. 
• In order to further compare advanced TIM against TIM, the number of OV MV 
BPL topologies, elements and approximated time duration that are required to 
create the topology databases of advanced TIM and TIM are reported in Table 2. 
Although TIM and advanced TIM present approximately the same performance to 
identify an OV MV BPL topology from the respective database –see Figs. 2(a), 
2(b), 3(a) and 3(b)–, the time reduction during the creation of the OV MV BPL 
topology database that is gained by the advanced TIM application is significant –
see the respective columns of Approximated Time Duration in Table 2–. 
 
 
4.4 Performance of FIIM and Advanced FIIM  
 As already been reported in Sec. 3.3, FIIM and advanced FIIM can identify four 
problematic conditions when these occur in OV MV BPL topologies, namely:  
(i) Fault in main distribution lines; (ii) Fault in branch lines; (iii) Instability in branch 
interconnections –see Fig. 1(d)–; and (iv) Instability in branch terminations –see Fig. 
1(e)–. In total, FIIMs can recognize either the fault or the instability condition and warn 
the responsible personnel. OV MV BPL topologies that suffer from faults or instabilities 
are treated as modified OV MV BPL topologies and characterized by new respective OV 
MV BPL coupling transfer functions and measurement differences.  
 
 
4.4.1 Fault in Main Distribution Line 
 As a fault in main distribution lines is assumed, an immediate communications 
failure in the OV MV BPL topology occurs. If transmitting and receiving ends operate in 
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stable conditions then a warning of fault in main distribution line is issued to the 
responsible personnel. 
 
 
4.4.2 Fault in Branch Line 
 In accordance with [25], a fault in branch lines implies that a branch line is 
interrupted and an open circuit at the fault occurs. With reference to Fig. 1(c), let the first 
branch of each indicative OV MV BPL topology be broken at 2m from the branching 
interconnection A1 with the main distribution line. The modified OV MV BPL topology 
is characterized by more frequent and deeper spectral notches due to the fact that a new 
shorter branch creates a richer multipath environment. In Fig. 4(a), FIIM CSPpM of the 
original urban OV MV BPL topology, FIIM CSPpM* of the modified urban OV MV 
BPL topology and their FIIM 
*CSPpM are plotted versus the maximum CUD value of 
the occurred measurement differences, which is assumed to be common for the two 
applied CUDs. Similar curves with Fig. 4(a) are given in Fig. 4(b) but for the application 
of the advanced FIIM. Similar curves with Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) are given in Figs. 4(c) and 
4(d) for the suburban case and in Figs. 4(e) and 4(f) for the rural case.  
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Figure 4. Fault in the first branch of the indicative OV MV BPL topologies and the behavior of 
CSPpMs and ΔCSPpM*. (a) FIIM / Urban case. (b) Advanced FIIM / Urban case. (c) FIIM / 
Suburban case. (d) Advanced FIIM / Suburban case. (e) FIIM / Rural case. (f) Advanced FIIM / 
Rural case. 
 
 
 From Figs. 4(a)-(f), it is evident that OV MV BPL topologies that suffer from a 
fault in their branch lines are characterized by modified OV MV BPL coupling transfer 
functions that differ from the original ones. These differences are reflected on CSPM* 
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and CSPM, respectively. Especially, the difference, which is expressed by the respective 
ΔCSPpM curves, is easily observable when measurement differences remain relatively 
low. As the measurement differences increase, measurement differences become 
important affecting the original form of the OV MV BPL coupling transfer functions and 
the identification potential of branch faults. Although the accuracy of FIIM and advanced 
FIIM to identify the faults in branch lines remains almost the same, advanced FIIM 
presents better computational speed in comparison with FIIM. However, both methods 
fail to identify faults of high maximum CUD value when these faults occur in OV MV 
BPL topologies of low branch complexity –e.g., see Figs. 4(e)-(f) when the maximum 
CUD value is equal to 8 or 9dB–. 
 
 
4.4.3 Instability in Branch Interconnection  
 Branch interconnections connect main lines with branch ones and establish the 
stable power flow till the MV/LV transformers. In this section, the performance of FIIM 
and advanced FIIM to identify instabilities that occurs in a branch interconnection is 
investigated in this subsection. With reference to Fig. 1(d), the interruption of the last 
branch at the point AN cancels the presence of this branch. The modified (N-1)-branch 
OV MV BPL topology comes from the original N-branch one. 
Similarly to branch line faults, in Fig. 5(a), CSPpM of the original urban OV MV 
BPL topology, CSPpM* of the modified urban OV MV BPL topology and their 
*CSPpM s are plotted versus the CUD maximum value of the occurred measurement 
differences when FIIM is applied. Similar curves with Fig. 5(a) are given in Fig. 5(b) but 
for the application of the advanced FIIM. Similar curves with Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) are 
given in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d) for the suburban case and in Figs. 5(e) and 5(f) for the rural 
case.  
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Figure 5. Instability in the branch interconnection of the last branch of the indicative OV MV BPL 
topologies and the behavior of CSPpMs and ΔCSPpM*. (a) FIIM / Urban case. (b) Advanced FIIM 
/ Urban case. (c) FIIM / Suburban case. (d) Advanced FIIM / Suburban case. (e) FIIM / Rural 
case. (f) Advanced FIIM / Rural case. 
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 From Figs. 5(a)-(f), 
*CSPpM  of FIIM and advanced FIIM can identify the 
branch interconnection instability regardless of the considered OV MV BPL topology 
and the applied CUD magnitude. Although the identification of the branch 
interconnection instability becomes more challenging as the maximum CUD value 
increases, 
*CSPpM  triggers the alarm in all the cases examined except for the 
application of FIIM in rural case when maximum CUD value exceeds 9dB. Therefore, 
FIIM and advanced FIIM present almost the same identification performance of a branch 
interconnection instability but advanced FIIM is characterized by better execution times. 
 
 
4.4.4 Instability in Branch Terminations  
 This subsection examines the possibility of identifying an instability that occurs in 
a branch termination. With reference to Fig. 1(e), let the branch termination of the first 
branch of each indicative OV MV BPL topology act as short circuit termination.  
This short circuit at the first branch termination may come up from a short circuit inside a 
MV/LV transformer. FIIM and advanced FIIM can identify the instability in branch 
terminations by applying 
*CSPpM . Similarly to branch line faults and branch 
interconnection instabilities, in Fig. 6(a), CSPpM of the original urban OV MV BPL 
topology, CSPpM* of the modified urban OV MV BPL topology and their 
*CSPpM  
are plotted versus the CUD maximum value of the occurred measurement differences 
when FIIM is applied. Similar curves with Fig. 6(a) are given in Fig. 6(b) but for the 
application of the advanced FIIM. Similar curves with Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) are given in 
Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) for the suburban case and in Figs. 5(e) and 5(f) for the rural case. 
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Figure 6. Instability in the branch termination (short circuit) of the first branch of the indicative OV 
MV BPL topologies and the behavior of CSPpMs and ΔCSPpM*. (a) FIIM / Urban case. (b) 
Advanced FIIM / Urban case. (c) FIIM / Suburban case. (d) Advanced FIIM / Suburban case. (e) 
FIIM / Rural case. (f) Advanced FIIM / Rural case. 
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From Figs. 6(a)-(f), both FIIM and advanced FIIM can easily identify any damage 
that may affect pieces of equipment across the distribution power grid. This is clear from 
the comparison among the previous figures where various faults and instabilities occur. 
In the case of the short circuit termination, there is not only one case where 
*CSPpM  
lies below 0dB. The identification of the instability remains easy even if high maximum 
CUD values are encountered that exceed 6-7dB. Again, FIIM and advanced FIIM present 
almost the same identification performance of a branch termination instability but 
advanced FIIM is characterized by better execution times. 
 
 
4.5 General Remarks Regarding TIM, Advanced TIM, FIIM and Advanced FIIM  
 Already been mentioned in [24], [25], TIM, advanced TIM, FIIM and advanced 
FIIM can act as invaluable smart grid applications towards the power stability of the 
transmission and power grids.  
 Among the research goals that have been presented in [25], advanced TIM and 
advanced FIIM can successfully cope with the challenges of the BPL topology 
identification as well as the fault and instability identification. Actually, advanced TIM 
performance towards the identification of OV MV BPL topologies remains almost the 
same with TIM, as described in Figs. 2(a), 2(b), 3(a) and 3(b), but reducing significantly 
the approximated time duration as well as the complicacy of the examined OV MV BPL 
topologies. In accordance with Table 2, the key of advanced TIM that allows the 
reduction of the approximated time duration is the adoption of the concept of the adaptive 
number of monotonic sections presented in [27] when the required OV MV BPL 
topology database is prepared. Similarly to advanced TIM, advanced FIIM performance 
remains almost the same with FIIM when the problematic conditions of Secs. 4.4.1-4.4.4 
occur. Again, advanced FIIM execution time is drastically reduced comparing with the 
respective time of FIIM.  
 
 
5. Conclusions 
 In this paper, TIM and FIIM have first applied to distribution power grids while 
the respective advanced TIM and advanced FIIM have been proposed.  
 As the validation of the TIM and advanced TIM are concerned, a set of candidate 
OV MV BPL topologies has been revealed with the real original topology lying inside 
the set by using the TIM performance metric of CSPMtot. Even though measurement 
differences of various maximum CUD values have been assumed, TIM and advanced 
TIM have satisfactorily achieved to identify the real original topology with almost the 
same accuracy. However, advanced TIM succeeds in identifying original OV MV BPL 
topologies with significant shorter execution times in comparison with TIM. 
 As regards the validation of the FIIM and advanced FIIM, four problematic 
conditions (i.e., faults in main distribution lines, faults in branch lines, instabilities in 
branch interconnections and instabilities in branch terminations) have been easily 
identified. Through FIIM performance metric of 
*CSPpM , FIIM and advanced FIIM 
have successfully managed to identify the four problematic conditions. Again, advanced 
FIIM presents significantly shorter execution times when OV MV BPL topologies are 
examined in comparison with FIIM. 
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 Exploiting the virtues of the emerging intelligent energy systems, advanced TIM 
and FIIM complete another step towards the real time surveillance and monitoring of 
transmission and distribution power grid. 
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